W

e use interdisciplinary methods
to evaluate enzyme catalysts from various sources, such as
bacteria, plants, and
yeast, with non-natural
substrates. Our vision is
to transform natural
compounds or synthetically-derived chemicals
to novel products. Transfer of the genes encoding
A) can be recycled. This method provides a
these enzymes into a
chassis organism can potentially make vari- Green source of a taxane drug precursor.
ous bioactive molecules in vivo or in vitro.
Importance of β-Amino Acids as Bioactive
Taxane analogues (docetaxel, paclitaxel, Products
cabazitaxel, paclitaxel C, and tesetaxel) are Paclitaxel (Taxol) Pathway Aminomutase – A
used 1) for breast, ovarian, and prostate Taxus phenylalanine aminomutase (TcPAM)
cancers, 2) to stem complications from stent converts (2S)-α-phenylalanine ((2S)-α-Phe)
implants in heart surgery, and 3) to work to (3R)-β-Phe and lies on the paclitaxel
potentially as neuroprotectants against stroke. (Taxol™) biosynthetic pathway in Taxus plants.
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Biocatalysis of Docetaxel – Current
methods to make docetaxel still use
an 11 to 12-step semisynthesis, which
involves protecting group chemistry
that compromises yields and reduces
atom economy.
We use regioselective biocatalysts
(Taxus Acyltransferases (AT) and
Bacterial CoA Ligases) to bypass
protecting group chemistry to make docetaxel.
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To understand how to use TcPAM chemistry
to biocatalyze β-amino acids, it is necessary
to understand the subtleties of its mechanism.
The aminomutase forms a transient
MIO-NH2 adduct with a finite lifetime.
The lifetime of adduct was unknown for
TcPAM or any of the several enzymes
in this family until we used stoppedflow monitoring of product release to
measure the exponential burst phase at
presteady state.

A new graduate
student can embark
on studies involving
organic chemistry
synthesis of novel
Coupling acyltransferases with CoA ligases (above) provides a Green source of surrogate substrates.
docetaxel and its drug analogues.
Other areas of
training include
Four-Enzyme Cascade Reaction to Paclitaxel – molecular cloning techniques, expression
PheAT and BadA (CoA Ligases), BAPT and BT of various enzymes in E. coli, and assay
(Acyltransferase) are used in an alternative development. Included are basic biochemical
route to make paclitaxel; we use regioselective applications and molecular engineering
biocatalysts (Taxus Acyltransferases (AT) of approaches related to enzyme kinetics,
the BAHD Superfamily and Bacterial CoA enzyme purification and characterization,
Ligases) that streamline the production and various analytical techniques (such
pipeline to the target pharmaceutical as NMR, GC/ MS, LC-MS(/MS), and X-ray
paclitaxel (Taxol). No taxane side products crystallography).
accumulate and cofactors (ATP and Coenzyme
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